Introducing Binary's UFO™

The UFO is a smart toy super saucer! Using lights & sounds to teach children how to code. This kit comes jam packed with Binary's UFO, some fun sensors

BBC micro:bit not included

What's In The Box

- Flat pack Cardboard UFO
- Sticker Sheets, medal stickers
- Instruction Book
- Cardboard Standup Binary
- Speaker with attaching Croc Clip Wires
- Temperature Sensor with attaching Croc Clip Wires
- Motion Sensor with attaching Croc Clip Wires
- Light Sensor with attaching Croc Clip Wires
- Addressable RGB LED strip

Box Dimensions

W 332 x L 299 x H 32mm

Product Weight

0.5kg

Build and code your own robot

Use a BBC micro:bit to bring the UFO to life. No complicated software needed - just write code on a web page using Block Editor. Simply connect the sensors included in the kit and your robot comes alive. Create anything from a motion detecting security robot to a temperature or light sensing science experiment - the possibilities are endless!